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Future changes in the North American monsoon, a circulation system that brings19

abundant summer rains to vast areas of the North American Southwest [1, 2], could20

have significant consequences for regional water resources [3]. How this monsoon21

will change with increasing greenhouse gases, however, remains unclear [4, 5, 6],22

not least because coarse horizontal resolution and systematic sea surface temper-23

ature biases limit the reliability of its numerical model simulations [5, 7]. Here we24

investigate the monsoon response to increased atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2)25

concentrations using a 50 km-resolution global climate model which features a real-26

istic representation of the monsoon and its synoptic-scale variability [8]. It is found27

that the monsoon response to CO2 doubling is sensitive to sea surface temperature28

biases. When minimising these biases, the model projects a robust reduction in mon-29

soonal precipitation over the southwestern United States, contrasting with previous30

multi-model assessments [4, 9]. Most of this precipitation decline can be attributed to31

increased atmospheric stability, and hence weakened convection, caused by uniform32

sea surface warming. These results suggest improved adaptation measures, partic-33

ularly water resource planning, will be required to cope with projected reductions in34

monsoon rainfall in the American Southwest.35

State-of-the-art general circulation models (GCMs) forced with greenhouse gas emission36

scenarios project a reduction of annual precipitation over a broad area of North America37

south of 35◦N [10]. While wintertime precipitation is robustly projected to decline in this38

region due to a poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zones [11], summertime precip-39

itation projections remain uncertain. This is due to a weak consensus across GCMs [10]40

and incomplete comprehension of the mechanisms through which global warming will im-41

pact the summertime North American monsoon (NAM). The NAM is shaped by both the42

complex regional geography (Supplementary Fig. 1) and remote larger-scale drivers [2, 12],43

which makes its simulation challenging [7, 13]. GCMs project a June-July reduction and44
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a September-October increase in precipitation in the monsoon region [4, 9]. This early-to-45

late redistribution of rainfall has been conjectured to arise from two competing mechanisms46

[14]: a stronger tropospheric stability due to a remote sea surface temperature (SST) rise in47

spring that persists through early summer (a remote mechanism); and increased evapora-48

tion and near-surface moist static energy, driven by larger radiative fluxes at the surface (a49

local mechanism). The local mechanism is speculated to overcome the stabilizing effect of50

remote SST rise at the end of the summer [9]. However, the coarse horizontal resolution and51

existence of SST biases in coupled GCM simulations raise the question of how reliable such52

projections are for the NAM, which involves interactions across many spatial and temporal53

scales [12].54

Horizontal resolution is critical for adequately representing the NAM in models. It has55

been recently shown [8] that GCMs with horizontal grid spacing coarser than 100 km (as56

most models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 3 and 5,57

CMIP3 and CMIP5) do not accurately resolve the summertime low-level flow along the Gulf58

of California (GoC), with detrimental impacts on simulated precipitation in parts of the south-59

western U.S. [1, 2]. For this reason, limited-area regional climate models have been used,60

suggesting drying of the monsoon region with warming [5]. Yet regional climate models lack61

two-way coupling with the larger-scale circulation and suffer from inherent boundary condi-62

tion biases [15], making them a questionable tool for studying the climate change response.63

GCM simulations of North American climate are affected by SST biases. In particu-64

lar, negative SST anomalies in the North Atlantic can substantially influence the North At-65

lantic subtropical high through the upstream influence of a Gill-type Rossby wave response66

[16, 17, 18]. This results in unrealistically strong easterly low-level moisture flux across the67

Caribbean region, causing the well-known monsoon retreat bias, i.e., excessive monsoonal68

precipitation in the fall [7, 13]. These biases are thus a substantial source of uncertainty for69

the projected NAM response to CO2 forcing.70
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To address these issues, here we investigate the response of the NAM to increased71

CO2 and its sensitivity to both horizontal resolution and SST biases with the high resolu-72

tion (0.5◦×0.5◦ in the land/atmosphere) Forecast-Oriented Low Ocean Resolution (FLOR)73

model [19, 20], developed at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)74

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). In addition to the standard configuration,75

the model can be run at coarser horizontal resolution (LOAR, 2◦×2◦ in the land/atmosphere)76

or in a flux-adjusted version (FLOR-FA; see Methods).77

Compared to LOAR, increased horizontal resolution in FLOR allows for a better repre-78

sentation of the fall retreat at the end of the warm season (Fig. 1f) and a more realistic79

pattern of near-surface moist static energy (Supplementary Fig. 2). FLOR also better re-80

solves the seasonal cycle of low-level moisture flux along the GoC (Supplementary Fig. 3)81

and synoptic-scale variability within the monsoon [8]. These factors combine to create a82

more realistic simulation of the spatial pattern of mean rainfall (Fig. 1d) and the seasonal83

evolution of rainfall (Fig. 1f).84

To assess the impact of SST biases [7, 13], we contrast the free-running coupled FLOR85

with its flux-adjusted version, FLOR-FA. The flux adjustment adds a modification term to86

surface fluxes of enthalpy, momentum, and freshwater, reducing SST biases in the basic87

state (Supplementary Fig. 4b), and leading to a realistic GoC SST annual cycle (Supple-88

mentary Fig. 5). Globally, flux adjustment improves the simulations of tropical cyclones [20],89

trade winds, dry zones in the Pacific, and El Niño [21]. Specifically to the NAM, one impor-90

tant improvement is the more realistic representation of the monsoon retreat (Fig. 1f). Other91

regional improvements include better representation of the high near-surface moist static en-92

ergy along the GoC (Supplementary Fig. 2e), the GoC low-level jet (Supplementary Fig. 3),93

the Caribbean low-level jet, and the East Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone. These94

results quantify that the separate impacts of both increased horizontal resolution and SST95

bias reduction enhance the simulation of the present-day NAM. The improvements seen96
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in FLOR-FA suggest that this model is an excellent tool for investigations of the monsoon97

response to climate change.98

When atmospheric CO2 concentration is doubled (2CO2 _FLOR-FA vs. CTRL_FLOR-FA;99

Table 1), no statistically significant change is seen in mean June precipitation over the NAM100

region (Fig. 2a). A significant rainfall reduction is instead observed during July-August both101

in the core NAM region south of 28◦N and in its northern edge north of 28◦N (Supplemen-102

tary Fig. 6). Because of the large difference in mean summertime precipitation, this drying is103

substantial in percentage terms primarily in the northern edge of the monsoon (∼40%), be-104

coming increasingly smaller south of 28◦N (Fig. 2b). The drying persists – albeit weakened105

– over Arizona and northwestern Mexico during September-October, with no significant pre-106

cipitation changes seen along the monsoon coastal regions (Fig. 2c). Similar results are107

found in a second ensemble member, and in additional runs at 25 km atmospheric horizon-108

tal resolution (not shown). These trends are in line with observations, which suggest that109

precipitation has decreased in Arizona in recent decades [22].110

What determines the precipitation reduction over land during the mature monsoon sea-111

son? We answer this question by estimating changes in the vertical buoyancy [23]112

b = h10m − h∗ (1)

induced by temperature and specific humidity changes. Here h10m is the near-surface moist113

static energy and h∗ the saturation moist static energy (see Methods). Fig. 3 illustrates114

changes in buoyancy and cumulus convective mass flux under doubled CO2 concentrations115

following a transect from the tropical eastern Pacific across the Sierra Madre Occidental116

into the southwestern U.S. (Fig. 1a). In June, convection is mostly unchanged over the117

western slopes of the Sierra Madre Occidental and south of 32◦N, consistent with modest,118

insignificant changes in vertical stability (Fig. 3a, d). In July-August, buoyancy decreases119

substantially between the lifted condensation level and the level of free convection over the120

most actively convecting regions on the Sierra Madre Occidental western slopes (Fig. 3b).121
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Consistently, cumulus convective mass fluxes weaken substantially over the Sierra Madre122

Occidental western slopes (10-30%) and elevated terrain in Arizona (25-50%; Fig. 3e). In123

September-October, the region of negative buoyancy differences narrows and disappears124

almost everywhere except north of 30◦N. These patterns are consistent with those of con-125

vective mass flux changes (Fig. 3c,f).126

Importantly, when SST biases are not substantially reduced (i.e., 2CO2 FLOR vs. CTRL_FLOR),127

the response to CO2 doubling is different (Fig. 2d-f), with a drier (20-30% rainfall reduc-128

tion) June over both the southwestern U.S. and most of western Mexico (Supplementary129

Fig. 6), a substantially unaffected July-August (statistically insignificant differences), and a130

more pronounced tendency for larger rainfall rates along the coastal areas of western Mexico131

in September-October. This is consistent with the progressive increase from June to Octo-132

ber in evaporation anomalies (Supplementary Fig. 7a-f) and decrease in sensible heat flux133

anomalies (Supplementary Fig. 7g-l). The changes evident in FLOR without flux adjustment134

follow the consensus based on CMIP3 and CMIP5 model assessments [4, 14, 9], which in-135

vokes a late summer evaporation increase – and with it a near-surface moist static energy136

increase – that balances the larger radiative fluxes at the surface. This compensation results137

in the suppression or even reversal of the early summer rainfall reduction (local mechanism).138

This similarity between FLOR and most of the CMIP5 models may be due indeed to their139

similar SST biases [16].140

This picture is notably different in the southwestern U.S. and northwestern Mexico when141

SST biases are reduced (2CO2 _FLOR-FA vs. CTRL_FLOR-FA): the strongest rainfall de-142

crease occurs in July-August (Fig. 2b) rather than in June. This more persistent drying in143

FLOR-FA reduces soil moisture availability and evaporation; hence, the local mechanism144

cannot reverse the drying, which persists until late summer. SST biases can thus substan-145

tially alter the intensity and effectiveness of the local mechanism [14, 9], leading to a change146

in the sign of the monsoon response to CO2 forcing. One caveat is that the northernmost147
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GoC is not resolved in FLOR [8]; this may artificially reduce precipitation in the Southwest148

U.S. [24] and weaken the impact of the local mechanism during the late summer season.149

The sensitivity of simulated rainfall changes to SST bias raises the question of how robust150

the projections shown in Fig. 2-3 are and what is the main driver of rainfall change. Although151

tropical precipitation changes produced by greenhouse gas warming are expected to be lo-152

cally correlated with SST changes [25], it has been argued that the precipitation response153

over land is insensitive to patterns of SST change [26]. To understand the cause of our sim-154

ulated precipitation changes, we use additional FLOR simulations in which SSTs are relaxed155

to a prescribed distribution (Table 1): (1) CLISST, where SSTs are relaxed to climatological156

1971-2012 observed values; (2) 2CO2, where CO2 concentration is doubled and SSTs are157

relaxed to climatological values as in CLISST; (3) +2K, where SSTs are relaxed to climato-158

logical values augmented by a uniform 2 K anomaly; (4) 2CO2_+2K, which is a combination159

of +2K and 2CO2; and (5) 2CO2 _pattern, where CO2 concentration is doubled and SSTs160

are relaxed to climatological values augmented by a nonuniform anomaly pattern derived161

from the long-term 2CO2 FLOR experiment, with global mean warming of +2.1 K. As shown162

in Fig. 4, the July-October NAM drying is in large part reproduced by 2CO2 _pattern. Direct163

CO2 forcing [27] causes a significant increase in June precipitation due to land and lower-164

troposphere warming [28], and compensates for the drying effect of SST rise. Although a165

uniform +2K warming generally increases convective inhibition over land and decreases pre-166

cipitation, the spatial structure of the SST rise (2CO2 _pattern minus 2CO2_+2K) provides an167

important contribution to the total changes, as it leads to an additional and substantial reduc-168

tion of rainfall (Fig. 4b). This additional drying is explained by the impact of spatial variations169

in the SST rise, characterized by enhanced near-equatorial warming and off-equatorial rel-170

ative cooling in the eastern subtropical Pacific (Fig. 4c). As a consequence, subtropical171

subsidence intensifies as the sea surface warms more at the equator than in the subtropics.172

This response is in line with the “warmer-get-wetter” paradigm [25]; here we highlight the173
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potential consequences of this response for the NAM region.174

The strong sensitivity of the NAM response to SST biases shows that these may be a175

large source of uncertainty for regional hydroclimate change [29]. Here we demonstrate176

that, when SST biases are reduced, a CO2 increase causes a reduction of summertime177

precipitation in the NAM region, especially over northwestern Mexico and the southwestern178

U.S. (∼40%). These precipitation reductions are driven by the global mean SST rise, but,179

unlike what is seen in other tropical and subtropical land regions [26], they are substantially180

amplified by sea surface warming patterns. Interestingly, direct CO2 radiative forcing [27, 28]181

has a negligible impact on the NAM, a circumstance that, along with the high interannual and182

interdecadal variability of NAM rainfall [2], may explain the difficulty to detect rainfall trends183

from historical observations [30].184

Although our results are based on a single climate model, this model is integrated in mul-185

tiple configurations and has a highly realistic representation of the monsoon compared to186

CMIP models. Our results highlight the possibility of a strong precipitation reduction in the187

northern edge of the monsoon in response to warming, with potential consequences for re-188

gional water resources, agriculture and ecosystems [3]. In addition to this mean precipitation189

response, changes in precipitation extremes [31] with warming will also have a significant190

impact in the monsoon region’s hydrology. We will explore them in future studies. Further191

study of the sensitivity to key parameterized processes such as cumulus convection and land192

surface physics will improve understanding of the monsoon response. Additional progress193

is within reach, as increasing horizontal resolution in state-of-the-art GCMs will soon allow194

new comparative and idealized studies in this critical region.195
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Methods284

Experiments. We use the NOAA GFDL coupled Forecast-Oriented Low Ocean Resolution285

(FLOR) model [20], derived from the GFDL Coupled Model version 2.5 (CM2.5) [19]. CM2.5286

features a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ atmospheric horizontal resolution with 32 vertical levels and has been287

successfully used for studies of regional hydroclimate change [1, 2]. FLOR is identical to288

CM2.5 but features a coarser ocean horizontal resolution (1◦ × 1◦ versus 0.25◦ × 0.25◦). The289

land model component is the Land Model, version 3 [3], with a horizontal resolution equal290

to that of the atmospheric model. The sea ice model is the Sea Ice Simulator, version 1,291

as in [19]. A second model called LOAR (Low Ocean Atmosphere Resolution) is also used292

to test the impact of atmospheric horizontal resolution. The LOAR model has a horizontal293

atmospheric resolution of 2◦ × 2◦ and is otherwise identical to FLOR [4].294

As in most of CMIP5 models [16], FLOR features positive (negative) SST bias in the295

eastern (western) North Pacific and a negative SST bias in the North Atlantic (Supplemen-296

tary Fig. 4). SST biases have a negative impact on simulations of the NAM in present-day297

climate [13] and are a source of uncertainty for projected changes in the tropics [29]. To re-298

duce them, we use a flux-adjusted version of FLOR. In this configuration, which is otherwise299

identical to the standard FLOR configuration, fluxes of momentum, enthalpy and freshwater300

12



are “adjusted” to bring the model’s climatology of SST, as well as surface wind stress and301

salinity, closer to observational estimates. We refer to this configuration as FLOR-FA. De-302

tails about the flux adjustment procedure can be found in [20]. FLOR-FA features reduced303

SST biases as compared to FLOR, especially in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (Fig. S4).304

In both FLOR and FLOR-FA, long-term control simulations are performed with atmospheric305

CO2 concentration held fixed at 1990 values. In the 2CO2 experiments, we increase CO2306

concentration at 1% per year starting from 1990 levels. After it has doubled (after approxi-307

mately seventy years), we hold it constant and let the model run for additional two hundred308

years. In this experiment, the flux adjustment correction term remains the same as in the309

control run. As for freely-coupled models (i.e., developing systematic SST biases), the un-310

derlying assumption for applying the same adjustment correction under CO2 forcing is that311

the emergent error in the SST climatology is the same in present and future climates.312

Nudged-SST simulations. Mechanisms of NAM changes in response to CO2 doubling are313

investigated with additional nudged-SST numerical simulations. In these simulations, sim-314

ulated SSTs are restored toward a given field SST0 while allowing high-frequency (i.e., on315

timescales smaller than the restoration timescale) SST fluctuations and ocean-atmosphere316

interactions. This is obtained by adding a restoration term (SST0 − SST )/τ to the SST317

tendency equation:318

d SST/dt = (d SST/dt)C + (SST0 − SST )/τ (2)

where τ = 10 days is the restoration timescale and (d SST/dt)C the SST tendency as com-319

puted in the coupled model. Specifically, we perform five nudged-SST simulations in which:320

(1) SST0 is the observed 1971-2012 climatological monthly-varying mean and CO2 concen-321

trations are held constant at 1990 values (CLISST); (2) SST0 is the observed climatolog-322

ical monthly-varying SST mean and CO2 concentration is doubled relative to 1990 values323

(2CO2); (3) SST0 is the observed climatological monthly-varying SST increased globally by324

2K and CO2 concentration is kept at 1990 values (+2K); (4) SST0 is the observed climatolog-325
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ical monthly-varying SST increased globally by 2K and CO2 concentration is doubled relative326

to 1990 values (2CO2_+2K); (5) SST0 is the observed climatological monthly-varying SST327

plus a nonuniform SST anomaly taken from the long-term 2CO2 FLOR climatology and CO2328

is doubled relative to 1990 values (2CO2 _pattern). Further details about these nudged-SST329

simulations and their purpose can be found in Table 1.330

Observations. To validate the FLOR and FLOR-FA simulations, we use several obser-331

vational datasets. For precipitation, we use the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre332

(GPCC) dataset [5]. GPCC is based on statistically interpolated in situ rain measurements333

and cover all land areas at monthly temporal resolution for the period 1901−2010. GPCC334

monthly precipitation data were obtained at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ horizontal resolution from the NOAA335

Physical Science Division Climate and Weather data website (www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/).336

We use the Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [6]337

for monthly and daily precipitation, near-surface moisture and winds. MERRA is a reanalysis338

with improved representation of the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle developed339

by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (NASA Earth Observing System Data340

and Information System website: https://earthdata.nasa.gov/). Finally, the observed SST0341

field from the Met Office Hadley Centre Sea Ice and SST dataset [7] is used for the nudged-342

SST runs (Eq. 2) and to evaluate FLOR SST biases (Supplementary Fig. 4).343

Buoyancy and convection diagnostics. The buoyancy of a saturated ascending air par-344

cel, as measured by the difference between its temperature Tc and the temperature of the345

environment T , is proportional to the difference between the saturation moist static energy346

of the environment and the moist static energy of the ascending cloudy air [23]:347

cp (Tc − T ) =
hc − h∗

1 + γ
, (3)

where h = cp T + g z + L q is the moist static energy, h∗ the saturation moist static energy, hc348

the moist static energy of the ascending parcel, q is the specific humidity, g is the gravitational349

acceleration, cp = 1004 J K−1 kg−1 is the isobaric specific heat of dry air, L = 2.5× 106 J kg−1
350
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latent heat of condensation, q∗(T, p) the saturation specific humidity that we calculate using351

the August-Roche-Magnus formula [8] and γ = (L/cp)(∂q
∗/∂T )p. Since the ascending parcel352

is lifted adiabatically from near surface, and thus lifted conserves its moist static energy, hc353

is well approximated by the near-surface moist static energy, i.e. hcp ≈ h10m = cp T10m +354

g z10m + L q10m, here computed at the model’s reference height z10m=10 m. The parameter355

γ is positive and of order 1 [23], thus h10m − h∗ is approximately twice the buoyancy value.356

To detect changes in the atmospheric convective instability, we estimate the buoyancy index357

b = h10m−h∗ at each horizontal grid point x and vertical level p above the lifted condensation358

level, and then the buoyancy index anomaly ∆b as:359

∆b = ∆(h10m − h∗), (4)

where the difference ∆ is taken between the perturbed and the control simulation and posi-360

tive (negative) values of b indicating upward (downward) acceleration.361

Changes in the intensity of convection are assessed through changes in the diagnosed362

cumulus convective mass flux from the relaxed-Arakawa-Schubert scheme [9] employed in363

the GFDL models.364

Statistical significance. We estimate statistical significance for differences shown in Fig. 2-365

3 and in Supplementary Fig. 7 using a two-sided Student’s t-test at the 95% significance366

level. Confidence intervals for the mean differences shown in Fig. 4 are determined through367

applying 104 bootstrap resampling, as we randomly reshuffle the two time series (forced and368

control run) 10,000 times and the construct a probability distribution for the mean difference.369

Data availability The data that support the findings of this study are available from the370

corresponding author upon request.371
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Figure 1: High-resolution flux-adjusted models better capture regional features of the North

American monsoon. a, Time-mean (July-August) observed precipitation from GPCC (1971-2010).

The blue contour delimits the area used for averaging over the North American monsoon in f and the

magenta line the transect used for vertical cross-sections in Fig. 3. Precipitation (shading) and 10m-

moisture flux (vectors) in b, MERRA reanalysis (1979-2010); c, LOAR, d; FLOR and e, FLOR-FA

control runs (see Table 1 for description of experiments). f, Seasonal cycle of monthly precipitation

averaged over the North American monsoon domain in observations and models. Shading denotes

the interannual variability spread in observations.
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Figure 2: Impact of increased CO2 concentration and SST biases on the North American mon-

soon precipitation. Percent precipitation change induced by CO2 doubling in FLOR-FA simula-

tions (%, color shading; 2CO2_FLOR-FA minus CTRL_FLOR-FA) in a June, b, July-August, and c,

September-October. d-f, As in a-c but for FLOR simulations (2CO2_FLOR minus CTRL_FLOR).

Grey contours denote climatological values of precipitation (mm/day) in the respective control runs.

Stippling indicates regions where precipitation differences are statistically significant at the 5 % level

on the basis of a t-test.
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Figure 3: CO2-induced warming strengthens convective inhibition and weakens convection

over land. Difference in a, June, b, July-August and c, September-October mean buoyancy between

doubled CO2 and control FLOR-FA simulations (color shading; see Methods for details on buoyancy

calculations). Stippling denotes statistical significance, black lines denote climatological values of

buoyancy, LFC the level of free convection (zero buoyancy), and LCL the lifted condensation level.

Buoyancy values below the LCL are not shown because the relationship between buoyancy and moist

static energy does not hold for an unsaturated parcel. d-f, As in a-c but for the cumulus convective

mass flux. The vertical transect is at 108◦W (pink line in Fig. 1a) and intersects the Sierra Madre

Occidental (SMO) at approximately 28◦N. The blue line encircles areas over land where there is a

significant buoyancy negative anomaly. 22
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Figure 4: Attribution of projected North American monsoon precipitation changes. a, North

American monsoon area-averaged (defined in Fig. 1) precipitation change attributed to each experi-

ment (Table 1): 2CO2 (red), +2K (green), 2CO2_+2K (blue), 2CO2 _pattern (brown) and the coupled

2CO2_FLOR-FA simulations (yellow for the ensemble member 1, orange for the ensemble member

2). Error bars denote the 95% confidence interval. b, Percent July precipitation change induced by

patterns of SST anomalies (2CO2 _pattern minus 2CO2_+2K). Yellow contours denote the 2CO2_+2K

climatology (mm/day). c, Areas of SST cooling and warming in the 2CO2 _pattern run relative to the

2CO2_+2K run (uniform +2 K rise). Pink contours denote the 2CO2_+2K climatology (K). In both b

and c, stippling indicates regions where precipitation differences are statistically significant at the 5 %

level on the basis of a t-test.
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Experiment yrs Radiative forcing/boundary conditions Purpose

a) CTRL_FLOR 200 CO2 constant at 1990 levels Control run

b) CTRL_FLOR-FA 200 CO2 constant at 1990 levels Control run; Reduce SST biases

c) 2CO2 _FLOR 200 CO2 doubles in 70 yrs, then constant CO2 forcing

d) 2CO2 _FLOR-FA 200 CO2 doubles in 70 yrs, then constant CO2 forcing; Reduce SST biases

1) CLISST 50 Model SST restored to observed climatological (1971-2012) values Remove SST biases

2) 2CO2 50 Model SST restored as in CLISST; atmospheric CO2 concentration is Impact of 2CO2 only

doubled relative to 1990 levels

3) +2K 50 Model SST restored to observed climatological SST plus 2K (no warming Impact of mean SST increase only

pattern); CO2 concentration is held at 1990 values

4) 2CO2_+2K 50 Model SST restored to observed climatological SST plus 2K (no warming Combined impact of mean

pattern); CO2 is doubled relative to 1990 levels SST increase and 2CO2

5) 2CO2 _pattern 50 Model SST restored to observed climatological SST plus warming pattern Combined impact of nonuniform

from a long coupled 2CO2 run; CO2 is doubled relative to 1990 levels SST anomaly and 2CO2

Table 1: Description of the coupled (a-d) and nudged-SST (1-5) experiments used in this study (see Methods for further details). Two ensemble members

are available for experiments CTRL_FLOR, CTRL_FLOR-FA, 2CO2 _FLOR and 2CO2 _FLOR-FA.
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